REEL TAPING VISION INSPECTOR

Characteristics

- Ring to Tray or Reel or Tube 포장
- Rotary index Pick & Placement
- 초정밀 6면 비전 검사: Up to 20㎛ pitch
- 90~150pcs / min output capability
- Applicable unit size: 1x1~10x10mm
- Easy and quick Conversion

Application

Components for Mobile devices, Automotive, Semiconductor and etc.
REEL TAPPING VISION INSPECTOR

Workflow

- Pick units
- Vision inspection
- Sorting & Reject
- Place & Packaging

Specification

- Model: TC-PnP-FTS6
- Film Frame to Tray or Reel packaging
- Tact time: 600~670ms (90~100ea / min.)
- X-Y Axis Servo driven for working table
- DD motor rotary Index picker
- Vision Inspections: Top & Bottom, 4 Sides, PRS Align
- Good unit sort to Tray or Reel packaging
- Reject unit sort to Bin (5 types of reject)
- Applicable Max Frame size: 300x300mm
- Applicable minimum size: 1x1mm to 10x10mm